
Geography Homework 7: Antarctica

How are humans adding to climate change?
• The Greenhouse effect is a natural process, without it the Earth’s average temperature 

would be -18°C (the average is actually 15°C).
• The layer of gasses around the planet (the atmosphere) plays an important part, 78% 

Nitrogen, 21% Oxygen and the rest are trace gasses (1%). Within this 1% are the 
Greenhouse gases which trap the thermal energy released by the Earth’s surface that 
travels to Earth as light from the sun.

• In many ways the Greenhouse gases act like a blanket trapped the heat energy
• Humans are adding to the Greenhouse effect, creating the Enhanced Greenhouse 

effect. We burn fossil fuels and trees that release Carbon Dioxide. Methane is 
produced when cows digest (eat) grass or any other time organic matter decays. These 
are two examples of how humans are adding more greenhouse gasses to the atmosphere. 

Is tourism a bad thing for the Antarctic?
• The average cost of a holiday to Antarctica is around £20,000.
• In 2019, 55,489 tourists visited Antarctica, of that number 44,600 set foot on the land.
Positives:
+ Ambassadors for Antarctica: There are no native inhabitants of this continent so it is 
important that people speak up to protect the natural beauty that exists there
+ Responsible tourists: tourists tend to be richer and are more likely to go to Antarctica 
with a sense of purpose as the trips are very education based e.g. receptive to the idea of 
conservation
Negatives:
- Invasive Species: pollen, seeds and event insects. There are examples of moss from the 

Arctic covering areas of Antarctica (it doesn’t belong there).
- Impact on birds: birds can become stressed due to large numbers of people and can 

abandon their nests. A voluntary code is that tourists wont go closer than 5 metres.
- Fragile environments: too many tourists can erode (wear away) paths and the ground 

damaging plants and the soil.
- Oil spills: ice can sink ships (think the Titanic!) so there is a danger that ships carrying 

tourists could crash or be damaged by ice bergs leading to pollution from the fuels

What are the features of the Antarctic ecosystem?
• Food chains show the movement of energy and nutrients through an ecosystem. A food 

web shows the interactions between all the species in an ecosystem. Phytoplankton (ting 
plant creatures) harness the energy from the sun, which are eaten by Krill (tiny shrimp 
creatures). After this point many species eat the Krill or eat what eats the Krill e.g. 
Blue Whales eat the Krill but so do Penguins.

• Blue Whale Facts: largest ever mammal on Earth, live for 80-90 years, 33 m long
• Gentoo Penguin Facts: dive depth of 200m, can make up to 450 dives a day

What is the glacial budget?
• Antarctica is classed as a cold desert. It has very low temperatures but also very low 

precipitation.
• The key is that any snow that falls, generally doesn’t melt. It builds up over time and 

eventually turns to ice. The Antarctic is a finely balanced system. The glacial system 
refers to anything relating to ice, ice is mainly found as ice sheets, glaciers and sea ice.

• When ice melts it is called ablation, but when snow (precipitation) gathers and turns to 
ice it is called accumulation. The glacial budget is the balance between the two 
processes. Ice berg calving is a key type of ablation (when ice falls into the sea)

Ablation outputs from the glacial budget e.g. melting and calving

Accumulation inputs to the glacial budget e.g. precipitation

Calving is the breaking of ice chunks from the edge of a body of ice e.g. Glacier, Ice Sheet, Ice Shelf etc

Conservation preservation, protection, or restoration of the natural environment and of wildlife

Glacial budget the balance between inputs (accumulation) and the outputs (ablation) of the ice sheets and glaciers

Greenhouse effect the trapping of the sun's warmth by the Earth's atmosphere

Greenhouse gases a gas that contributes to the greenhouse effect by absorbing infrared radiation e.g. Carbon Dioxide

Habitat the natural home or environment of an animal, plant, or other organism

Ice berg a large floating mass of ice detached from a glacier or ice sheet and carried out to sea.

Krill a small shrimplike (prawn) creature 

Penguins
a large flightless seabird of the southern hemisphere, with black upper parts and white underparts and wings 
developed into flippers for swimming under water

Phytoplankton a tiny creature consisting of microscopic plants

Tourism the commercial organization and operation of holidays and visits to places of interest

Whales
a very large marine mammal with a streamlined hairless body, a horizontal tail fin, and a blowhole on top of the head 
for breathing


